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Abstract
This review addresses bone geometry and indices of skeletal strength associated with exposure to gymnastic loading during
growth. A brief background characterizes artistic gymnastics as a mechanical loading model and outlines densitometric techniques,
skeletal outcomes and challenges in assessment of skeletal adaptation. The literature on bone geometric adaptation to gymnastic
loading is sparse and consists of results for disparate skeletal sites, maturity phases, gender compositions and assessment methods,
complicating synthesis of an overriding view. Furthermore, most studies assess only females, with little information on males
and adults. Nonetheless, gymnastic loading during growth appears to yield significant enlargement of total and cortical bone
geometry (+10 to 30%) and elevation of trabecular density (+20%) in the forearm, yielding elevated indices of skeletal strength
(+20 to +50%). Other sites exhibit more moderate geometric and densitometric adaptations (5 to 15%). Mode of adaptation
appears to be site-specific; some sites demonstrate marked periosteal and endosteal expansion, whereas other sites exhibit negligible or moderate periosteal expansion coupled with endocortical contraction. Further research is necessary to address sex-, maturity- and bone tissue-specific adaptation, as well as maintenance of benefits beyond loading cessation.
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Introduction
Artistic gymnastics has been studied extensively as a model
of skeletal adaptation to mechanical loading. Both retrospective
and prospective studies suggest that bone mineral accrual during growth is increased in gymnasts relative to non-gymnasts
at most measured sites1-7. DXA-measured skeletal parameters
are elevated in female gymnasts versus non-gymnasts in childhood1,8-10, during puberty10-13, post-menarche and at college
age12-15. Gymnastic adaptation appears to be dose-dependent,
increasing with training intensity9,16. Furthermore, in collegeage females, gymnastic exposure and withdrawal have been associated with training and de-training effects, respectively
increasing and decreasing areal bone mineral density17. Comparisons of adult former gymnasts versus non-gymnasts suggest
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that skeletal advantages are maintained after activity cessation
and may persist in adulthood1,18-22. However, there is limited
prospective evidence linking pediatric advantages with continued benefits in adulthood, beyond training cessation12-13.
Most gymnast versus non-gymnast comparisons use dual
energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) to evaluate bone mineral
content (BMC) and areal bone mineral density (aBMD). These
DXA studies often focus on the femoral neck and lumbar
spine, but there is also considerable evidence of bone adaptation in the upper extremity3,8-10,12-16. A subset of studies have
assessed geometric adaptation underlying non-specific aBMD
and BMC at appendicular sites11,23-25; some have used pQCT
to specifically assess cross-sectional bone geometry22,26-29.
Fewer studies have specifically investigated geometric adaptations at the lumbar spine and proximal femur1,11,26,27.
In contrast to weight-lifting and racquet sports, gymnastic activity applies impact loads that involve the total body mass, imparting high muscular loads and mass inertia to both upper and
lower extremities29. Gymnasts generate vertical ground reaction
forces of approximately 3.5 to 10 times body weight (upper and
lower extremities, respectively)30-31, rivaling lower extremity impact forces measured in other athletes32-33. High resultant stresses
in the bilateral upper extremities distinguish gymnastic from
non-gymnastic loading, as most other activities preferentially
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Figure 1a-b. (a) A schematic representation of pQCT images is presented for the distal radius (33% diaphysis, 4% metaphysis); (b) Schematic
representations of simplified geometric models for derivations of geometric and strength indices are depicted for a long bone diaphysis, a long
bone metaphysis and the femoral neck. Periosteal (a.k.a. “Total” or “total bone”) circumference and cross-sectional area (CSA) can be measured
at all sites, reflecting outer bone dimensions and the entire compartment within. The cortical compartment is most commonly evaluated at the
femoral neck, upper and lower extremity diaphyses, and lower extremity metaphyses, yielding vBMD, CSA and thickness/width (measured to
specify medial, lateral or bi-cortical versus CSA-derived mean). The marrow-filled intramedullary cavity (medullary or endocortical compartment) may be assessed for diameter, CSA and endocortical circumference. Trabecular compartment dimensions are measured in a similar
manner, but trabecular volumetric BMD is an important outcome, indicating compressive properties. Trabecular vBMD results are highly analysis-dependent (affected by pQCT contour and peel mode settings).

load the dominant arm and generate lower stresses.
In simplified terms, gymnastic loading of the skeleton is dominated by axial compression and bending forces during tumbling,
vaulting, beam and pommel horse work, while tension and torsion play a greater role during bar and ring work. In reality, gymnastic loading generates a combination of compression, tension
and shear stresses. “Simple” axial compression generates bending forces in curved bones34, resulting in compressive loads on
the concave surface and tensile loads on the convex surface35.
Furthermore, compressive loads routinely generate shear stresses
at a 45 degree angle to the loading axis35. Accordingly, it is appropriate for assessment to include indices of skeletal strength

related to axial compression, bending and torsion.
It is difficult to summarize the body of knowledge regarding
bone geometric adaptation to gymnastic loading, as the existing
literature consists of results for disparate skeletal sites, maturity
phases, gender compositions and assessment methods. The majority of published studies assess only females, with a preponderance of pediatric studies, and there are few reports
discussing male or adult geometric adaptation. Consequently,
this review focuses on females, but includes the sole published
study involving males27. A methodological context will be provided to outline current challenges and strategies for progress
in this research area.
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Methodological Context
In order to evaluate skeletal adaptation to gymnastic loading, it is important to isolate loading effects from unrelated
sources of skeletal variation, including normal processes of
growth and maturation. Effective research should compare individuals of similar physical maturity and account for variation
in age, rate of maturation and body size. There is evidence that
males and females differ in skeletal growth and geometric
adaptation36-40. The sole published study evaluating males and
females did not detect significant interactions between sex and
gymnastic activity for bone parameters in pre-pubertal subjects, except for diaphyseal cortical thickness at the radius
(50% site)27. Due to the paucity of data on male gymnasts, this
review will address only female adaptations.
Gymnastic studies are observational, because randomized
controlled trials evaluating “effects” of gymnastic exposure
are unfeasible. To account for the limitations of observational
studies, skeletal traits associated with gymnastic exposure are
referred to in this review as “gymnast advantages” (relative to
non-gymnasts), which may indicate higher (positive) or lower
(negative) mean values. Critically, studies are presented according to maturity status at the observation, but most gymnasts initiate training in childhood or early puberty.
Accordingly, most results reflect loading during early development, with or without cumulative adaptation due to pubertal
gymnastic exposure. To date, no studies reflect gymnastic exposure limited to later maturity phases.
In any context, in vivo assessment of the human skeleton is
challenging. At present, the most thorough, sensitive and specific methods are limited by prohibitive costs, availability, radiation doses and other factors. Both quantitative computed
tomography (QCT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
evaluate skeletal geometry in three dimensions and allow isolation of the vertebral bodies from the posterior elements of
the spine. For evaluation of distal sites, high resolution MRI
(hrMRI) and hrQCT yield extremely detailed bone geometric
results, including micro-architectural parameters (trabecular
spacing, number, thickness, etc.)41.
Peripheral QCT (pQCT) is a more readily available and feasible tool for assessment of cortical and trabecular cross-sectional geometry and density at distal appendicular sites (Figure
1a), with relatively low subject discomfort and radiation exposure41. However, narrow pQCT regions of interest are sensitive to positional variation, as each 2 mm slice provides a
limited assessment of skeletal quality in a structure that may
vary markedly between adjacent cross-sections43,47-48. This
issue is particularly influential in the growing metaphysis,
where it is recommended that scans be positioned based on the
physis or physeal scar to account for inter- and intra-individual
structural variation49-50. Unfortunately, determination of physeal references can be difficult and subjective, as appearance
and location may vary between individuals, and from scan to
scan within individuals43.
In contrast, because DXA scans sample a broader length of bone,
positional variation is less influential43. However, standard DXA
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output represents a 2-dimensional mean over the region of interest.
Thus, higher BMC and aBMD values may indicate denser and/or
larger bone and do not delineate tissue-specific geometry or density10,43. In addition, fan beam magnification may affect scan results,
although new generation DXA scanners have attempted to alleviate
magnification error. In particular, supine lateral lumbar spine scans
improve assessment of vertebral body BMAD and geometry.
Nonetheless, magnification error and integrated spinal anatomy still
pose problems in anteroposterior (AP) fan beam DXA studies of
the proximal femur and spine that compare bodies of disparate or
changing size44-46. In contrast, at the distal radius, DXA-derived
bone geometry and strength indices51 correlate well with pQCTmeasures (strongest agreement for cortical CSA, Z/SSI, IBS:
r=0.96, 0.92, 0.90; 33% total CSA, r=0.93, p<0.0001)43 (Table 1,
Figure 1a and 1b); these derivations may provide a useful compromise between “non-specific” DXA and overly-specific pQCT output, with favorable subject safety and comfort43.
Numerous skeletal strength indices have been utilized in studies of gymnastics and other loading modalities (Table 1). As
noted previously, gymnastic loading generates bending, torsional
and compressive loads. It is customary to evaluate bending/torsional strength at the diaphysis and axial compressive strength
at the metaphysis; all three are relevant at the proximal femur.
For the lumbar spine, vertebral body compressive strength assessment is most appropriate52. Reports of section modulus (Z)
are common, including non-density-weighted11,25,43 and densityweighted indices27-29. Polar strength-strain index (SSI) is a volumetric density-weighted section modulus, reported as standard
pQCT output for radial and tibial diaphyses42. In contrast, nondensity-weighted Z is approximated for the femoral neck and
shaft using Beck’s DXA hip structural analysis, incorporating
observed cortical asymmetry for the femoral neck11,53 (Table 1,
Figure 1b). Radial diaphysis Z may be derived using similar simplified geometric models (Figure 1b, Table 1)25,43,51. At metaphyseal sites, an index of structural strength in axial compression
may be calculated (IBS or BSIc, Table 1)25,29,43,51. At present, generalization of findings is challenging due to inconsistent reporting
of indices of skeletal strength.

Adaptations to gymnastic loading
Distal appendicular sites (Figures 2a-d)
As previously noted, gymnastic maneuvers apply loads to both
upper extremities that rival lower extremity ground reaction forces
during jumping30-33. Because most other activities concentrate upper
extremity loading on the dominant arm and do not involve total
body mass impacts, the non-dominant forearm provides an excellent site for evaluating skeletal adaptation to gymnastic loading. As
the distal radius bears the majority of axial compressive loads applied to the hand54-55, it may serve as a particularly valuable indicator
of gymnastic loading. In addition, the radius includes both cortical
(diaphyseal) and trabecular (metaphyseal) regions of interest for
bone tissue-specific assessment25,41,43,48. In the lower extremity, the
tibia provides a similar opportunity for bone tissue-specific evaluation of adaptation to high magnitude forces (ten times body
weight)30-31. However, as tibial loading occurs with most sports and
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Index

Description

Assesses

Method, Basis

Preferred
Sites

2D
or
3D

Bone Mineral
Distribution/Shape
Model Assumptions

Z (mm3)

section modulus
(non-density-weighted)

bending/
torsion

DXA-derivation, based on AP
bone width, BMC25,43,51

Diaphysis

2D

pQCT42
DXA hip structural analysis,
based on AP bone width &
AP BMC distribution profile53

Diaphysis
Femoral Neck

3D
2D

Circular model,
cortical width based
on uniform cortical vBMD
pQCT-measured shape
Circular model, partial
distribution assessment
60/40= cort/trab ratio
Circular model,
assumed symmetry
100/0= cort/trab ratio

index based solely on
geometric model,
no account for vBMD

Femoral Diaphysis 2D

Polar SSI
(mm3)

polar strength-strain index
(density-weighted section
modulus) accounts for
vBMD distribution

CSMI
(I, mm4)

cross-sectional moment
of inertia

torsion

bending/
torsion

pQCT, measured geometry &
voxel-specific vBMD42

Diaphysis

3D

pQCT-measured shape
& vBMD distribution

DXA hip structural analysis,
based on AP bone width & AP
BMC distribution profile53

Femoral Neck

2D

Circular Model, partial
distribution assessment
60/40= cort/trab ratio
Circular model, assumed
symmetry
100/0= cort/trab ratio
pQCT-measured bone
dimensions

index based on bone
geometry,
no account for vBMD

EI
cross-sectional bending
(Nm*mm4) stiffness24
(Young’s elastic
modulus * CSMI)
(E * I) material/geometric
index
IBS
or
BSIc
(g2/cm4)

Femoral Diaphysis 2D

bending

index of structural strength compression
in axial compression51
or bone strength index
(compressive)48
considers bone size AND
density

pQCT42

Diaphysis

3D

MRTA (mechanical response
tissue analysis)24

Diaphysis

---

---

--DXA-derivation25,43,51, based
on aBMD or AP width & BMC

pQCT, calculated from
CSA & total vBMD29

Metaphysis

2D

Elliptical model, assumes
uniform vBMD & simplified
shape

3D

pQCT-measured shape &
vBMD distribution

2D=2-dimensional; 3D=3-dimensional; DXA=dual energy X-ray absorptiometry; AP=anteroposterior; BMC=bone mineral content;
pQCT=peripheral quantitative computed tomography; vBMD=volumetric bone mineral density; cort=cortical bone; trab=trabecular bone;
CSA=cross-sectional area.
Table 1. Skeletal strength indices: Methodology and basis for commonly reported skeletal strength indices are presented. Preferred sites and
model assumptions are noted.

activities of daily life, gymnast vs. non-gymnast contrasts may be
less dramatic at this site than in the forearm. Finally, the peripheral
nature of both the radius and tibia enables quantification of bone
compartment densities and geometry using pQCT41,43,48.
Forearm adaptations observed in childhood and early puberty
(Tanner I, Tanner II) (Table 2a)
At the radial metaphysis, significant enlargement of periosteal dimensions (10-12% advantage)25-26 and significant elevation of total vBMD (11-20% advantage)25-26,27 and

trabecular vBMD (21-27% advantage)26,27 have been reported
in immature gymnasts relative to non-gymnasts (Figure 2a).
These advantages in bone geometry and density appear to confer significant benefits in indices of skeletal strength (41-56%
IBS advantage) (Figure 2a)25. One study reported a significant
advantage in metaphyseal cortical vBMD26; however, this result may be unreliable due to the probable influence of partial
volume effects at this site48.
At the radial diaphysis (Figure 2b), studies have reported significant enlargement of periosteal dimensions (7-12%)25,27, and
cortical CSA (8-23%)25,27 in Tanner I/II gymnasts relative to non201
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Figure 2a-d. Percent advantages for gymnasts versus non-gymnasts are presented for comparable bone sites and outcomes, as follows: (a)
Radial Metaphysis; (b) Radial/ulnar Diaphysis; (c) Tibial Metaphysis, (d) Tibial Diaphysis. Error bars indicate 95% Confidence Intervals for
the gymnast percentage advantage. Error bars with horizontal borders represent confidence intervals as reported in the source publication,
whereas unbordered error bars indicate confidence intervals derived from reported standard deviations or standard errors of the means. Columns
are color-coded by maturity phase: white= Tanner I; white/light gray stripe= Tanner I/II mix; light gray= Tanner II; dark gray= postmenarcheal/adult. Study reference numbers are presented for each column. Asterisks indicate reported statistically significant differences or
large effect sizes (Cohen’s d). Where proximal and distal site locations yield contrasting results, P= proximal; D= distal. Tibial EI percentage
advantage is not presented graphically, because it is not feasible (mid-tibia EI gymnast advantage=228%).
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gymnasts. In contrast, cortical thickness results are mixed, with reports of both significant gymnast advantages (+10 to +16%, DXAderivation, digital radiogram)25,23 and no thickness differential
(-2.7%, ns, pQCT)27. Gymnast advantages in diaphyseal bone
geometry confer advantages in indices of skeletal strength (14%
SSI, 24-38% Z)27,25. Associated advantages in muscle CSA (Ward
et al.)27 and forearm lean mass (Nanyan et al.)23, suggest a link between muscular and skeletal parameters at the radial diaphysis.
Laing et al. (2005) presented longitudinal evidence of geometric
adaptation to pre-pubertal gymnastic loading at the forearm, but did
not present the magnitude of gymnast advantages. They assessed
skeletal changes semi-annually over two years, following initiation
of training in gymnasts, compared to non-gymnasts9. Groups were
initially matched for age, but gymnasts were significantly shorter,
lighter, leaner and had lower unadjusted BMC and bone area at all
measured sites (baseline and Year 2)9. Nonetheless, compared to
non-gymnasts, gymnasts exhibited larger two-year increases in
forearm bone area. Furthermore, forearm area increased more in
high- than low-level gymnasts (distinguished by frequency and difficulty of maneuvers), suggesting that bone geometry varies with
loading dose (p<0.01)9. It is possible that forearm area advantages
were a function of increasing bone length (not reported), as area
was not adjusted for this variable. In addition, bone growth velocity
is not expected to decrease until after menarche, but decreasing velocity was artificially imposed upon all subject growth curves. The
effect of this procedure on data interpretation is uncertain. Nonetheless, gymnastics initiation was associated with accelerated growth
in forearm area, indicating skeletal adaptation to gymnastic loading
that is not attributable to pre-existing characteristics.
Upper extremity adaptations observed during peri-menarcheal
growth (Table 2b)
Two groups have evaluated DXA forearm area in gymnasts and
non-gymnasts during puberty. Laing et al (2002, different cohort
from Laing 2005) noted a 7.5% non-significant gymnast advantage
in radius area; unfortunately, forearm area was not evaluated longitudinally in this 3-year study6. In a different longitudinal analysis,
our group compared forearm bone parameters in gymnasts, exgymnasts and non-gymnasts over 2-3 years of peri-menarcheal
growth. Repeated measures ANOVA evaluated output from forearm DXA scans performed approximately one year pre-menarche
and two years post-menarche, entering post-menarcheal gynecological age, height and lean mass as covariates12-13. Extremely large
effect sizes (Cohen’s d) indicated meaningful advantages in forearm area for gymnasts over non-gymnasts at both time points (1016%)12-13. Advantages were maintained by near parallel rates of
peri-menarcheal growth for gymnasts and non-gymnasts, suggesting that geometric benefits were accrued during earlier growth and
maintained during peri-menarcheal loading. Similarly, comparisons of ex-gymnasts (who quit gymnastics before menarche) vs.
non-gymnasts suggest that geometric benefits of gymnastic loading were maintained for at least two years after training cessation
(+7% to +10%). Furthermore, these results indicate that childhood
gymnastic loading is associated with periosteal expansion at the
forearm, with maintenance of this benefit beyond menarche.
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Upper Extremity Adaptations Observed after Menarche
(Table 2b)
Several studies have evaluated post-menarcheal skeletal characteristics, comparing girls exposed to gymnastic loading during
growth (gymnasts and/or ex-gymnasts) versus non-gymnasts22,24,28-29. Gymnast populations differed slightly, as Liang
evaluated current gymnasts (adult)24, our group evaluated a mixture of current and ex-gymnasts (late-adolescent)28-29, and Eser
studied a broad age range of ex-gymnasts who ceased elite level
gymnastics 3-18 years prior22. In the forearm, diaphyseal measurements were made using pQCT at the 66% site by Eser and
the 33% site by our group; both protocols assessed the 4% metaphysis22,28-29. Eser et al. also assessed diaphyseal properties at
the 25% distal humerus; Eser’s analyses were not adjusted for
gynecological age or body size at any site, despite significant
group differences in age at menarche and wide age variation22.
Our group used ANCOVA to adjust for gynecological age (years
post-menarche) and height at both sites28. Liang assessed distal
ulna width and mid-ulna bending stiffness with Mechanical Response Tissue Analysis (MRTA), adjusting bending stiffness for
body weight24. As these studies were performed in post-menarcheal females, advantages may not be attributed to loading during a specific phase of development; loading benefits may have
accumulated over multiple maturational phases.
At the 4% radial metaphysis (Figure 2a), ex-gymnasts and
gymnasts exhibited large advantages in periosteal geometry22,28
and skeletal strength indices28, with evidence of elevated trabecular vBMD22,28. Our work also demonstrated gymnast advantages in trabecular CSA (+20%, large effect size) and
cortical CSA (+27%, large effect size), indicating global expansion of skeletal geometry28. Neither study provided strong
evidence for a total vBMD gymnast advantage22,28, suggesting
that geometric expansion may limit vBMD. Evidence for a trabecular vBMD advantage was strong in the younger cohort of
active and ex-gymnasts (+18%, large effect size)28, whereas
the older cohort of elite ex-gymnasts demonstrated only a
strong trend (+9%, p=0.056)22. Comparison of these results
may suggest greater long-term retention of geometric adaptations than vBMD advantages. On the whole, results from both
cohorts suggest that gymnast metaphyses adapt via a combination of moderate global enlargement of bone geometry (periosteal, cortical and trabecular compartments) coupled with
moderate elevation of trabecular density.
At forearm diaphyseal sites, gymnasts demonstrated large,
significant advantages for periosteal geometry (~30%) and
skeletal strength indices (36-58%) (Figure 2b)22,24,28. Of particular note, endocortical CSA was highly variable and, on average,
more than 50% higher among gymnasts and ex-gymnasts versus
non-gymnasts22,28. Cortical CSA advantages were larger and
more pronounced in late adolescent current/ex-gymnasts (33%
site)28 than in older ex-gymnasts (66% site)22. In contrast, gymnast advantages in cortical thickness22 and cortical vBMD22,28
have not been detected at the radial diaphysis. In fact, cortical
vBMD was lower in gymnasts than non-gymnasts at the 66%
radius (-2.6%, p<0.05)22. Overall, radial diaphyseal skeletal
strength appears to be a function of geometric adaptation (cou-
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Table 2a. Gymnastic Loading Studies: Pre-puberty/Early Puberty.
Study

Cohort

Scan

2D/3D

Bass1
1998

TI Female
GYM n=45
(age μ=10.4 yrs)
NON n=35
(age μ=9.3 yrs)

DXA

2D

TI/TII Female
GYM n=16
(age μ=9.8 yrs)
NON n=16
(age μ=9.9 yrs)

pQCT

3D

DXA

2D

pQCT

3D

Dyson26
1997

Ward27
2005

Dowthwaite25
2007

TI (age 5-12yrs)
Male & Female
(M+F unless noted)
GYM
Male n=17
(age μ=9.4 yrs)
Female n=27
(age μ=8.7 yrs)
NON
Male n=20
(age μ=8.9 yrs)
Female n=22
(age μ=8.6 yrs)

DXA

2D

Site

Total Outcomes

Lumbar Spine (L2-4)
Femur Shaft (mid)

DER Volume

2D

Laing9
2005

LONGITUDINAL
STUDY:
TI Girls
(4-8 yrs, +2yrs)
GYM n= 65
(baseline μ=6.0 yrs)
NON n=78
(baseline μ=6.3 yrs)

DXA
Semi-Annual
(0,6,12,18,24
months)

2D

Nanyan23
2005

TI Girls
GYM/judo n=17
(age μ=10.6yrs)
NON n=32
(age μ= 9.8 yrs)

Digital radiogram
DXA

2D
2D

BMAD

AP width
BMAD

--BiCORT thickness
ENDO DIAM

6% Distal Radius
(articular reference)
Total Body, Lumbar Spine
Femoral Neck, Trochanter

Total CSA
Total vBMD
aBMD
BMAD

TRAB & CORT CSA (% Total)

4% Distal Radius
(physeal reference)
50% Distal Radius
(physeal reference)

Total CSA
Total vBMD
Total CSA
Muscle CSA
SSI
Total CSA
Total vBMD
Total CSA
SSI
Muscle CSA (M,F,M+F)
Area, BMC, aBMD
BMAD
Area, BMC, aBMD

TRAB vBMD

10mm Distal Tibia
(physeal reference)
65% Proximal Tibia
(physeal reference)
Lumbar Spine
Total Body

Female TI, TII
DXA
GYM n=12, 16
(age μ=10.0, 11.4yrs)
NON n=10, 18
(age μ= 10.4, 11.0yrs)

Compartmental
Outcomes

Ultradistal Radius

TRAB vBMD

CORT BMC, vBMD
ENDO & CORT CSA
CORT width (M,F,M+F)
TRAB vBMD
CORT BMC, vBMD, width
ENDO & CORT CSA

-----

AP width, BMC, aBMD
BMAD
DER IBS
AP width, BMC, aBMD
BMAD
DER Z

---

Total Body
Lumbar Spine
Total Hip
Forearm

Area, BMC, aBMD

---

1/3 Radius
1/3 Radius
Forearm

--BMC, aBMD
(forearm only) lean mass

Medial & Lateral CORT width
---

1/3 Distal Radius

DER CORT & ENDO width,
DER CORT CSA

TI= Tanner Stage I, TII= Tanner Stage II, TV= Tanner Stage V, GYM= gymnasts, NON= non-gymnasts, μ= mean, yrs= years, DXA= dual energy X-ray absorptiometry, pQCT= peripheral quantitative computed tomography, 2D= 2-dimensional, 3D= 3-dimensional, AP= antero-posterior, DER= derived, BMAD=
bone mineral apparent density, CSA= cross-sectional area, vBMD= volumetric bone mineral density, TRAB= trabecular, CORT= cortical, ENDO= endocortical,
DIAM= diameter, aBMD= areal bone mineral density, SSI= strength-strain index, BMC= bone mineral content, M= male, F= female, M+F= pooled sample of
males and females, Area= bone projected area, IBS= index of structural strength in axial compression, Z= section modulus
This table summarizes cohort composition, skeletal assessment methods, sites and outcomes for published studies, examining geometric and strength indices associated with gymnastic loading.

pled periosteal and endocortical compartment expansion).
Eser et al. also assessed the 25% distal humerus, where the
pattern of diaphyseal adaptation differed from that observed at
the radius. In contrast to the radius22,28, humerus endocortical
CSA was not larger in gymnasts vs. non-gymnasts (+3.9%, ns)22.
In the absence of endocortical expansion, moderate periosteal

enlargement (+20%, p<0.05) yielded significant advantages in
humeral cortical thickness and CSA (+15%, +24%, respectively)22. As a result, in gymnasts, humeral advantages in theoretical skeletal strength (+38%, p<0.05) were more closely
proportioned to BMC advantages (+24%, p<0.05). Differences
in humeral cortical vBMD were not detected (-0.01%, ns)22.
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Table 2b. Gymnastic Loading Studies: Mixed maturity phases, Post-menarche and Adulthood.
Study
Faulkner11
2003

Cohort
TI-TV Girls

Scan 2D/3D Site
DXA
2D Femur: Narrow Neck
HSA

Total Outcomes
BMC
DER Z
aBMD
DER CSMI
AP width
BMC
DER Z
aBMD
DER CSMI
AP width
BMC (adj. for Area)
aBMD
Area (discussed)
aBMD
BMC
Area

Compartmental Outcomes
DER CORT CSA
DER ENDO DIAM

GYM n=30
(age μ=11.7 yrs)
Femur: Proximal Shaft
DER CORT CSA
NON n=30
DER ENDO DIAM
(age μ=11.5 yrs)
LehtonenTI-TV Girls
DXA
2D Lumbar Spine
Veromaa59,60 (9-16 yrs baseline, +1yr)
Femoral Neck
2000 (a & b) GYM n=66, NON n=60
Laing6
Peri-/Pubertal Girls
DXA
2D Total Body
Forearm (2 yr)
2002
(baseline range 8-13 yrs)
Lumbar Spine Total Hip
(baseline μ=10.7yrs+ 3)
Femoral Neck Trochanter
GYM n=7, NON n=10
Scerpella13
Peri-menarcheal Girls
DXA
2D Forearm
aBMD
--In press
(~1.6yr pre to ~1.6yr post)
BMC
GYM n=9
Area
(age μ: pre=12.0yrs,
post= 15.1yrs)
EX n= 8
(age μ: pre=11.8yrs,
post= 15.1yrs)
NON n=13
(age μ: pre=11.6yrs,
post= 14.7yrs)
Dowthwaite28 Post-menarcheal Girls
pQCT
3D 4% Distal Radius
Total CSA
TRAB CSA
2007
4% (33%)
(Physeal Reference)
Total vBMD
TRAB vBMD
GYM n=20 (17)
SSI (IBS, unpub.)
(age μ=16.7 yrs)
33% Distal Radius
Total CSA
SSI
CORT CSA
ENDO CSA
NON n=14 (13)
(age μ=16.3 yrs)
Dowthwaite29 Post-menarcheal Girls
pQCT
3D 4% Distal Radius
Total CSA
2009
(2.3-4.7 yrs post-menarche)
(Physeal Reference)
IBS
4% & DXA (33%)
33% Distal Radius
SSI
CORT CSA
GYM n=19 (17)
DXA
2D Total Arm
BMC
(age μ=16.7 yrs)
NON n=14 (13)
(age μ=16.2 yrs)
24
Liang
Post-menarcheal Women
SPA
2D ~15% Distal Ulna
AP width
2005
GYM n=8 (age μ=20 yrs)
MRTA --50% (Mid) Ulna & Tibia
EI
NON n=16 (age μ=22 yrs)
Modlesky57
Post-menarcheal Women
hrMRI 3D Proximal tibia
TRAB BV/TV TRAB separation
2008
GYM n=8 (age μ=19.9 yrs)
TRAB number TRAB thickness
(menarche age μ= 15.0yrs) DXA
2D Proximal tibia
BMC
NON n=8 (age μ=21.1 yrs)
Total Body
aBMD
(menarche age μ=12.8yrs)
Non-dominant arm, leg
Area
Eser22
Post-menarcheal Women
pQCT
3D 4% Distal
BMC
TRAB vBMD
In press
EX-GYM n=30
Radius, Femur, Tibia
Total vBMD
(age μ=23.0 yrs; 18-36)
(Articular References)
Total CSA
(Post-quit μ= 6.1 yrs; 3-18)
66% Distal Radius, Tibia
BMC
ENDO CSA
CORT CSA
(menarche age μ= 14.7yrs)
25% Distal Humerus, Femur
Total CSA
CORT vBMD CORT width
NON n= 30
(Articular References)
SSI
(age μ=25.1 yrs; 18-44)
(menarche age μ=11.8yrs)
TI=Tanner Stage I, TV=Tanner Stage V, GYM= gymnasts, NON=non-gymnasts, μ=mean, yrs=years, DXA= dual energy X-ray absorptiometry, pQCT=peripheral quantitative computed tomography, 2D=2-dimensional, 3D=3-dimensional, BMC=bone mineral content, DER=derived, CORT=cortical, ENDO=endocortical, AP=antero-posterior, BMAD=bone mineral apparent density, CSA=cross-sectional area, vBMD=volumetric bone mineral density, aBMD=areal
bone mineral density, adj.=adjusted, Area=bone projected area, SSI=strength-strain index, TRAB=trabecular, IBS=index of structural strength in axial compression, unpub.=unpublished, Z=section modulus, CSMI=cross-sectional moment of inertia, pre=pre-menarche measurement, post=post-menarche measurement, SPA=single photon absorptiometry, MRTA=mechanical response tissue analysis
This table summarizes cohort composition, skeletal assessment methods, sites and outcomes for published studies, examining geometric and strength indices
associated with gymnastic loading.
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Upper extremity muscle-bone relationship
Strong relationships between upper extremity muscular parameters and skeletal indices have been reported in gymnasts
and non-gymnasts of all age groups22,23,27,29, indicating an influential muscle-bone unit. Two to sixty-eight percent of variation in bone outcomes was explained by muscular parameters
in two studies evaluating post-menarcheal ex/gymnasts and
non-gymnasts22,29. However, both reports also suggested that
“non-muscular” aspects of gymnastic loading may play an independent role in skeletal adaptation. In one study, gymnasts
exhibited higher BMC than was expected from muscle CSA22;
in the other study, after accounting for gynecological age,
height and either muscle CSA or arm FFM, gymnastic exposure still explained 8-37% of the variation in bone outcomes29.
Further evidence of potential “non-muscular” aspects of gymnastic loading is provided by Liang et al., who reported no correlation between ulnar bending strength and indices of
muscular strength24.
In a site-specific example of the muscle-bone unit, Nanyan
et al. reported cortical ring asymmetry at the distal radius23. They
hypothesized that the action of muscle attachments on the ulnar
aspect of the radius may generate significant gymnast advantages in ulnar side cortical thickness, but not radial side thickness23. Even in the absence of muscular loading, radial
asymmetry may be stimulated by compressive loads applied at
the hand which are transmitted along the ulnar aspect of the radius via the interosseous ligament55, suggesting a potential mode
of non-muscular adaptation at this site. Both types of stimuli
may be influential in skeletal adaptation to gymnastic loading.
Upper extremity adaptations - summary
Upper extremity adaptations to gymnastic loading are sitespecific. The radial diaphysis appears to adapt via expansion
of the periosteal, cortical and endocortical (intramedullary)
compartments, with no advantage in cortical vBMD22,27,28. This
geometric expansion produces large advantages in skeletal
strength (~15-40%) which are underestimated by gross indices
of bone mass (aBMD, BMC)24-25,29. At the radial diaphysis, distribution of the cortical ring over a wider area limits or even
prevents cortical width advantages in both pre- and postmenarcheal gymnasts. In contrast, at the distal humerus diaphysis, the cortex is expanded primarily through periosteal
apposition, with little endocortical expansion, increasing both
cortical CSA and thickness. Endocortical CSA appears to be
highly variable at all maturity levels, suggesting that strategies
of endocortical expansion versus contraction may be genetically determined mechanisms for bone strength adaptation.
Although no published reports delineate skeletal changes
across maturation, available studies at the radial diaphysis represent a range of maturity phases. Inter-study comparisons suggest maturity-specific adaptation at this site. Childhood
adaptation yields diaphyseal advantages of approximately 10%
for periosteal CSA and 20% for cortical CSA. During perimenarcheal growth, continued gymnastic loading may accelerate endocortical resorption and periosteal expansion, as

advantages in periosteal and endocortical dimensions appear
greater in post-menarcheal gymnasts than in their pre-menarcheal counterparts (approximately 30% vs. 10%, periosteal;
60% vs. 10%, endocortical)12,13,22,24-25,27-28. In ex-gymnasts,
upper extremity advantages in bone geometry and indices of
skeletal strength appear to be maintained long-term, at least
two years after activity cessation and into adulthood12,13,22.
Gymnast adaptations at the radial metaphysis are closely
tied to gross indices of bone mass, as this site exhibits advantages in both skeletal geometry and density. Periosteal and trabecular CSA are larger in post-menarcheal gymnasts, yielding
greater geometric advantages than have been observed in
childhood and early puberty (~20% vs. 5-10%) (Figure 2a). In
contrast, post-menarcheal gymnast advantages in metaphyseal
vBMD (total and trabecular) and indices of bone strength are
not greater than Tanner I/II gymnast advantages. This phenomenon may be a consequence of geometric expansion. In the
face of limited mineral resources, geometric expansion would
occur at the expense of vBMD, limiting relative gains in axial
compressive strength. Although calcium supplementation to
augment mineral resources might be expected to yield further
increases in vBMD and indices of skeletal strength, the results
of Ward et al. suggest that calcium supplementation does not
enhance bone accrual in pre- and early pubertal gymnasts; this
has not been studied in later maturity phases56.
Tibial adaptations observed in childhood (Tanner I, pre-puberty)
(Table 2a)
Ward’s evaluation of pre-pubertal gymnastic adaptation included assessment of the tibia (Figure 2c, d). Gymnast advantages at this lower extremity site were less notable than radius
advantages27. At the tibial distal metaphysis and proximal diaphysis, there was no significant indication of loading-related
periosteal expansion. However, total metaphyseal vBMD was
significantly higher in gymnasts than non-gymnasts (+5.7%),
with a trend toward higher metaphyseal trabecular vBMD
(+4.5%, p=0.11) (Figure 2c)27. Strong trends were also exhibited toward increased diaphyseal cortical CSA, cortical thickness and SSI in gymnasts versus non-gymnasts (Figure 2d,
p<0.15)27, apparently via reduced endocortical resorption or
increased endocortical apposition. Female gymnasts exhibited
no advantage in muscle CSA at the 66% tibia (-1.3%,
p=0.73)27. It should be noted that non-gymnasts in this study
were quite active, averaging over 6 hours per week of organized physical activity27; less active non-gymnasts might have
provided higher tibial loading contrast for detection of group
differences.
Tibial Adaptations Observed after Menarche (Table 2b):
Tibial Metaphysis (Figure 2c)
Two published studies evaluated the tibial metaphyses in adult
gymnasts and ex-gymnasts22,57. One study used hrMRI and DXA
to evaluate the proximal metaphysis57 and the other used pQCT to
evaluate the distal metaphysis22. Neither study detected a significant geometric advantage (projected area or CSA). However, both
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identified gymnast advantages in trabecular vBMD (+7%, trabecular vBMD, distal; +16.1%, trabecular bone volume for compartment volume (BV/TV), proximal)22,57. At the proximal metaphysis,
this architectural advantage appeared to be a function of higher trabecular number and lower trabecular separation (+7.8% and 13.7%, respectively, p<0.05), with some evidence of thicker
trabeculae (+6.9%, NS)57. These studies suggest that adaptation to
gymnastic loading at the tibial metaphyses occurs via enhanced
trabecular structure rather than enlarged periosteal dimensions. In
both studies, menarche occurred earlier in non-gymnasts, indicating lower physical maturity among gymnasts; statistical adjustment
for physical maturity might have improved detection of gymnast
advantages in bone geometry. Even so, reported gymnast advantages imply that mechanical loading trumps the negative influence
of muted estrogen exposure upon trabecular structure. Ex-gymnasts appear to maintain significant long-term benefits in trabecular
structure22, but the observation of greater percent advantages in
current gymnasts57 than in ex-gymnasts22 suggests some deterioration in trabecular tissue after loading cessation.
Tibial Diaphysis (Figure 2d)
Tibial diaphyseal assessments were included in Eser’s postmenarcheal pQCT study discussed above (Table 2b)22. Significant ex-gymnast tibial advantages ranged from +7% to
+12%22. The general pattern of tibial diaphyseal adaptation appears similar to that of the humerus; limited periosteal advantages with no significant advantage in cortical vBMD (-0.5%,
ns) or endocortical CSA (+5%, ns) yield increased cortical
thickness, cortical CSA and diaphyseal strength22.
Liang et al. measured bending stiffness (EI) at the tibial midshaft in adult female gymnasts, swimmers and non-athletes
using MRTA24. The reported gymnast advantage for this unusual
index of mid-tibial material and bending strength (+228%)24
markedly exceeds advantages observed at the tibia in other studies (different indices, +4% to +16%)22,27,57 and reported advantages at all other sites (+60% or less). It is likely that this
disparity is a function of the unique nature of the index itself.
Tibial adaptations - summary
On the whole, gymnast advantages are lower at the tibia than
at the radius (<10% vs. 10-60%). High background loading of
the lower extremities may reduce gymnast/non-gymnast loading differentials, limiting detection of tibial adaptations. In
childhood, loading appears to enhance tibial axial compressive
strength via increased trabecular and total volumetric density,
whereas significant advantages in periosteal dimensions have
not been identified. Adult gymnasts and ex-gymnasts provide
stronger evidence of tibial adaptation, with elevated indices of
diaphyseal bending stiffness and strength, complemented by
enhanced metaphyseal trabecular structure and density. In adult
gymnasts, non-significant childhood patterns are amplified;
cortical thickening is emphasized over periosteal and endocortical expansion, yielding significant advantages in cortical dimensions and indices of skeletal strength in proportion with
BMC advantages. However, in contrast to childhood trends of
endocortical contraction (-4%, ns), trends in adult ex-gymnasts
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suggest endocortical expansion during puberty (+4%, ns).
Overall, continued high level loading from childhood through
puberty may be necessary for development of significant advantages at the tibia.
Spine and femur (Figures 3a-c, Tables 2a-b)
The lumbar spine and femur serve major weight-bearing
roles during daily life activities. Because the lumbar spine and
proximal femur contribute strongly to rates of osteoporotic
fracture and resultant morbidity and mortality, loading-related
enhancement of these sites during childhood and adolescent
growth may be particularly important. Compared to non-athletes, several groups of non-gymnast athletes have demonstrated increased densitometric and geometric parameters at
these locations14,58. To date, most reports have focused on
aBMD or BMAD; evaluations of geometric adaptation at these
sites are quite sparse.
Lumbar spine adaptations observed in childhood and early
puberty (Tanner I, Tanner II)
Bass et al. compared bone-age matched pre-pubertal gymnasts vs. non-gymnasts (Table 2a; Figure 3a)1. Gymnast advantages were demonstrated for spine aBMD, lumbar spine
vertebral volumes and lumbar spine BMAD (p<0.05)1. Vertebral diameter was not specifically reported, but greater lumbar
vertebral volume combined with shorter sitting height suggests
expanded lumbar vertebral diameter in gymnasts. Over 12
months of follow-up, sitting height and vertebral volume increased less in gymnasts than non-gymnasts, but bone mass
increased more, yielding a significant increase in vertebral
BMAD in gymnasts, not non-gymnasts1. As lumbar width was
not reported at follow-up, geometric growth could not be assessed. Adjustment for body size differences might have
yielded greater gymnast advantages, as gymnasts exhibited
lower mean height, sitting height and fat mass (p<0.05)1.
Lumbar spine advantages in pre-pubertal gymnasts are corroborated by two other studies (Figure 3a). Dyson et al. detected significant lumbar spine aBMD and BMAD advantages
in female gymnasts26. Ward et al. reported a non-significant elevation in lumbar spine projected area (+2.9% p=0.15) and
significant advantages in BMC, aBMD and BMAD in pre-pubertal male and female gymnasts vs. non-gymnasts27. Although
further study is necessary to detail loading-related adaptations
at the lumbar spine, these studies suggest a role for adaptation
in both volumetric density and geometry1,26,27, theoretically increasing vertebral resistance to axial compression.
Lumbar spine adaptations observed during puberty (Tanner I-V)
Two groups evaluated lumbar spine adaptation to gymnastic
activity during puberty6,59-60. In a cross-sectional study, one
group used DXA to compare gymnasts and non-athletes at different stages of physical maturity, reporting only qualitative
differences59. Significant gymnast advantages were observed
for lumbar spine aBMD and BMC adjusted for area (statistical
adjustment, distinct from aBMD), but not projected area59.
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This group also performed one-year longitudinal aBMD analyses, adjusting for age, height, Tanner stage, baseline aBMD,
and 1-yr height and weight growth rates; no significant differences were detected for aBMD accrual or growth in projected
area60. The second group evaluated bone area changes in adolescent gymnasts and non-gymnasts over a three-year period6.
Subjects were matched for age and body size, exhibiting similar pubertal status and maturation rates (mean skeletal age,
Tanner stage). Bone area increased at parallel rates in gymnasts
and non-gymnasts for the total body and lumbar spine, with
no significant advantage in unadjusted lumbar spine bone area
at “baseline”(Figure 3a)6. The limited evidence provided by
these studies suggests elevated vBMD accrual but no enhancement of bone geometric growth at the lumbar spine during
peri-pubertal gymnastic loading.
Femoral adaptations observed in childhood and early puberty
(Tanner I, Tanner II)
There are only two studies evaluating gymnastic adaptation
at the femur during these maturity phases. Neither study reports a gymnast advantage in pre-pubertal periosteal dimensions at the femur. At the femoral neck, Dyson et al. reported
a significant gymnast advantage in femoral neck BMAD (Tanner I/II females) (Figure 3c), but did not report geometric indices26. Bass et al. evaluated bone geometry at the mid-femur
diaphysis (Figure 3b)1. Gymnasts exhibited lower mean endocortical diameter and higher mean bi-cortical width, yielding
increased femoral shaft vBMD compared to non-gymnasts
(p<0.05)(Figure 3b)1. Mid-shaft femoral periosteal diameters
were not significantly different1. As femoral shaft analyses
were not adjusted for differences in height, weight or bone
length, it is unclear whether gymnasts’ periosteal and endosteal
dimensions were low or high for body size. Bass concluded
that decreased endosteal resorption or increased endocortical
apposition produced cortical thickening in response to gymnastic loading1. Leg aBMD and 1-year growth rate in leg
aBMD were significantly higher in gymnasts than non-gymnasts, suggesting a loading response1. Bone compartment dimensions were not compared at follow-up, so geometric and
vBMD growth cannot be assessed.
Proximal femur adaptation observed during puberty (Tanner I-V)
Two groups evaluated standard DXA parameters at the
proximal femur in pubertal females6,59-60. In their cross-sectional study, Lehtonen-Veromaa identified significant gymnast
advantages for femoral neck aBMD and for femoral neck
BMC adjusted for area, but not for area59. In their longitudinal
analysis, aBMD accrual at the femoral neck and greater
trochanter was significantly higher for gymnasts than non-athletes over one year of growth60. No significant differences were
observed for growth in proximal femur projected area60. Similarly, over three years, Laing et al. (2002) reported parallel
rates of increase in bone area for gymnasts and non-gymnasts
at the femoral neck and total hip6. Furthermore, at these sites
and the greater trochanter, gymnasts exhibited no significant

advantages in unadjusted bone area at “baseline” (Figure 3c)6.
Results from these analyses suggest minimal geometric adaptation to continued gymnastic loading at the proximal femur
during pubertal development.
Faulkner et al. applied DXA hip structural analysis to evaluate
bone geometric and theoretical strength parameters at the
femoral narrow neck and proximal shaft (2 cm distal to lesser
trochanter)11. At the narrow neck (Figure 3c), gymnasts exhibited significantly lower sub-periosteal width and endosteal diameter than non-gymnasts, but higher cortical CSA, BMC and
Z (p<0.05) (Figure 3a)11. At the proximal femoral shaft (Figure
3b), gymnasts demonstrated significantly higher bone geometric
and strength indices, except for endosteal diameter (Figure 3b).
Although the authors reported equal numbers of pre-pubertal
girls in each activity group, non-gymnasts were overrepresented
in advanced pubertal stages (Tanner pubic stages IV/V: nongym=40% vs. gym=17%)11. Thus, between-group maturational
variability may have confounded analyses, underestimating
gymnasts’ geometric and densitometric advantages; this effect
may have been partially mitigated by adjustment for height and
weight. On the whole, gymnasts’ proximal femur cortical bone
geometry and indices of skeletal strength were enhanced for
their physical maturity and body size, highlighting the association between cortical thickening and mechanical loading.
Distal femur adaptations observed in adults (post-menarcheal
ex-gymnasts) (Figure 3b)
In their evaluation of adult ex-gymnasts at the 4% distal
femoral metaphysis, Eser et al. reported non-significant trends
toward ex-gymnast advantages in BMC (+7%, p=0.07), total
vBMD (+4%, p=0.08) and trabecular vBMD (+5%, p=0.07),
with little evidence of periosteal expansion in response to loading (total CSA, +2%, ns). The absence of significant ex-gymnast
advantages at the distal femur metaphysis may indicate loss of
benefit after activity cessation or insufficient contrast between
gymnastic loading and non-gymnast background loading.
At the 25% distal femoral diaphysis, geometric adaptation
dominated, echoing radial diaphyseal patterns and contrasting
with femoral metaphyseal patterns. Despite a strong trend toward lower cortical vBMD (-1%, p<0.06) and no advantage
in cortical thickness (-0.3%, ns), ex-gymnasts demonstrated
significant advantages in total CSA (+10%) and endocortical
CSA (+14%), yielding elevated diaphyseal strength (SSI,
+14%, p<0.05). Compared to the radial shaft, distal femoral
diaphysis cortical CSA advantages were muted (+6%, p<0.20)
and geometric and strength advantages were more proportional
to the BMC advantage (+11%, p<0.05). On the whole, endocortical and periosteal expansion appear to be the predominant
modes of gymnastic adaptation at the distal femoral diaphysis.
Lumbar spine and femur summary
In summary, results are limited and disparate for lumbar
spine and femur geometric adaptation. Lumbar spine loading
appears to increase vertebral volumetric density in children
and adolescent girls (+8 to +12%); limited evidence suggests
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Figure 3a-c. Percent advantages for gymnasts versus non-gymnasts are presented for comparable bone sites and outcomes, as follows: (a)
Lumbar spine; (b) Femoral diaphysis; (c) Femoral neck. Error bars indicate 95% Confidence Intervals for the gymnast percentage advantage.
Error bars with horizontal borders represent confidence intervals as reported in the source publication, whereas unbordered error bars indicate
confidence intervals derived from reported standard deviations or standard errors of the means. Columns are color-coded by maturity phase:
white= Tanner I; white/light gray stripe= Tanner I/II mix; gray diamonds= Tanner I-V; dark gray= post-menarcheal/adult. Study reference numbers are presented for each column. Asterisks indicate reported statistically significant differences. Where proximal and distal site locations
yield contrasting results, P= proximal; D= distal.

that axial compressive strength may also be increased through
vertebral body geometric expansion (2-12%). Proximal femur
adaptation includes cortical thickening, with increases in
BMAD (15-20%) and aBMD. These cortical thickness/CSA
advantages (12-15%) appear to result from endocortical contraction, with little or no enlargement of proximal femur periosteal dimensions. In contrast, distal femur diaphyseal
adaptation may rely primarily upon periosteal expansion with
low endocortical resorption to maximize advantages in skeletal
bending strength (10-20%). Discrepancies in observed patterns
of skeletal adaptation at the proximal femur in immature active
gymnasts1,11 versus the distal femur in adult ex-gymnasts22 may
indicate site-specific variation, maturity-specific variation or
deterioration of benefits after gymnastic cessation.
At the femur and lumbar spine, significant gymnast advantages are fewer and of lower magnitude (absolute value=4%
to 24%) than upper extremity advantages (absolute value=7%
to 58%). This observation supports the view that upper extremity sites provide greater sensitivity to evaluate loading adaptation. Use of improved methodology (supine lateral lumbar
spine DXA, DXA HSA, MRI, QCT) is necessary to delineate

tissue-specific adaptations to loading of the vertebral bodies
and femur. Additional longitudinal studies with well-matched
non-gymnast “controls” and statistical adjustment for body
size will generate more definitive information regarding geometric adaptation to gymnastic loading during growth.

Conclusion
Skeletal adaptation to gymnastic loading during growth appears to be sex-, maturity-, site- and bone-tissue specific, with
upper extremities providing the most sensitive regions of interest for skeletal evaluation. Furthermore, there is accumulating evidence of benefit persistence after activity cessation and
into adulthood.
Detailed evaluations of the tibia and forearm support the
concept that skeletal adaptations to gymnastic loading are bone
tissue- and site-specific. Metaphyseal sites are comprised of a
large proportion of cancellous bone and adapt predominantly
by increasing bone volume per trabecular compartment volume
(~10% greater vBMD), likely through increased trabecular
number and size. Gymnast advantages in periosteal dimensions
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are not significant at the proximal or distal tibial metaphyses.
However, at the distal radial metaphysis, moderate geometric
expansion (10-20%) contributes to increased skeletal resistance
to bending, torsion and axial compression in gymnasts. Similarly, concomitant geometric expansion and metaphyseal
vBMD elevation have been observed in racquet sport players
and weight-lifters61-63, although adaptations are generally more
striking in gymnasts.
In contrast to metaphyseal sites, adaptation to gymnastic
loading of the radial and tibial diaphyses is dominated by geometric enlargement. In gymnasts, expanded cortical, endocortical and periosteal dimensions (10-20%, 10-60%, 10-30%,
respectively) yield greater indices of skeletal strength (20-60%)
at these predominantly cortical sites. These gymnast advantages
parallel those associated with other loading modalities, where
enlarged cortical CSA improves bending and torsional
strength61-62,64-67, particularly when expansion occurs around a
widened intramedullary cavity65,67-69. In gymnasts, comparisons
of different regions of interest within radial, humeral, tibial and
femoral diaphyses suggest that the mode of diaphyseal adaptation (endocortical expansion vs. contraction) may be a function
of skeletal site, varying from bone to bone and within a single
bone. High variability in diaphyseal endocortical dimensions
also suggests the potential for genetic influence. Finally, sitespecificity in adaptive patterns for periosteal CSA, endocortical
CSA, cortical CSA and cortical thickness may generate variable
observations in diaphyseal total vBMD, highlighting the importance of reporting these geometric outcomes.
Limited evidence for lumbar spine adaptation to axial compressive loading includes potential expansion in vertebral width
(2-12%) and observed increases and advantages in vBMD
(~10%). Similarly, at the proximal femur (neck and shaft), gymnast advantages in both cortical bone geometry (12-15%) and
total vBMD (15-20%) have been identified, theoretically improving resistance to bending (10-20%) and axial compression
(not assessed). Gymnast advantages in proximal femoral cortical dimensions likely result from endocortical contraction, with
limited evidence of femoral shaft periosteal expansion during
puberty and no reports of femoral neck periosteal expansion at
any maturity level. This enlargement of proximal femoral cortical dimensions corroborates loading adaptations observed in
runners and high- and odd-impact athletes58,64. In contrast, at
the distal femoral shaft, simultaneous periosteal and endocortical compartment expansion, without enlargement of cortical
CSA or thickness, appears to yield improvements in skeletal
strength that persist after activity cessation.
Although awareness and understanding of geometric responses to skeletal loading have increased dramatically in recent years, much additional work remains. Further research
should elucidate skeletal loading dose-response curves and the
sex- and maturity-dependence of skeletal adaptation, detailing
the micro- and macro-architectural characteristics of anatomical
sites with varied tissue compositions. These research goals will
be accomplished through application of modern techniques to
evaluate bone geometric adaptation across childhood and adolescence, evaluating maintenance of benefits into adulthood.
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